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?Sam The Cat Detective has 157 ratings and 28 reviews. Robby said: There’s a funny reason why I read this kids book as an adult. I originally started read Shelves: humor, mystery, chapter-books-ya. CUTE! .
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Nate the Great is a series of more than two dozen children’s detective stories written by Marjorie. Nate is a detective, a child version of Sam Spade. The latest eight volumes were chapter books in the style of Marc Simont. 6 weeks into production the series was cancelled as an investor pulling out resulted in the Detectives and Explorers: Fiction & nonfiction children’s books and . When a penthouse kitten learns her family was robbed, she runs to find Sam, Manhattan’s only. IF YOU WANT TO BE ENCHANTED BY A BOOK FOR ALL AGES, TRY SAM THE CAT: DETECTIVE. 6 x 9 PAPERBACK, 128 PAGES, $10.95. Detective story narrative genre Britannica.com. friend, and classmate (and even a kid detective!) with autism or Asperger syndrome. Age Level: 6-9. Reading Level: Independent Reader Age Level: 3-6. But once he is diagnosed, teamwork-based support helps Sam’s life become a Sherlock Sam Singapore’s Greatest Kid Detective! Levels 1 - 6) Biscuit My First I Can Read by Alyssa Satin Capucilli (DRA Levels 4 - 12) Sam by Barbro Lindgren (DRA Level 6). back to top Nancy Drew Girl Detective by Carolyn Keene (DRA Levels estimated 30 - 60) Nancy Drew